Introduction
Force control is an effective means of improving the quality and productivity of machining operations. One of the greatest difficulties in regulating metal cutting processes is that these processes are inherently nonlinear and vary significantly under normal operating conditions. Analytical models of machining force processes are currently not available; therefore, empirical techniques are often utilized. Adaptive approaches have been typically studied in machining force control to account for changes in the force process. Many researchers have implemented Model Reference Adaptive Control ͑MRAC͒ systems to regulate machining forces ͓1-4͔. Adaptive control schemes rely on the controller's ability to perform the required on-line estimation. Thus, adaptive controllers are difficult to design, analyze, and implement due to their complexity.
There has also been much interest in model-based and robust control approaches for machining force regulation. Harder ͓5͔ linearized the force process and applied standard control techniques to design a fixed gain controller. However, the small perturbation assumption cannot be guaranteed, and the performance of this approach is sensitive to force-feed and force-depth effects. The linearization technique was augment in ͓6͔ to directly account for changes in the depth-of-cut. Landers and Ulsoy ͓7͔ explicitly accounted for the force-feed and force-depth nonlinearities. This approach uses a change of variable to account for the force-feed nonlinearity and adjusts the controller gains to account for the force-depth nonlinearity. This methodology preserves the ease of design of linear, model-based techniques while being robust to changes in the depth-of-cut and ensuring stability under a range of parameter variations. Chen and Chang ͓8͔ designed a robust proportional plus integral ͑PI͒ controller that guarantees stability under a range of model uncertainty. Their regulator was designed for the mean value of a certain operating range of the process parameters and tuned to be stable within this entire range. The idea was straightforward, but the design method led to a rather restricted system.
Robust adaptive control approach has been investigated by a number of researchers. Carillo et al. ͓9͔ designed a delta approach robust adaptive controller. In their work, a Linear Quadratic Guassian ͑LQG͒ controller was designed to take advantage of LQG's guaranteed robust properties for Single-Input Single-Output ͑SISO͒, linear systems. Then, nonlinear parameters between the feed and the force are estimated using an adaptive strategy to decrease the bias of the linear model approach. However, their approach assumes a linear relationship between the force and the depth-of-cut, and it does not yield explicit performance robustness other than LQG's guaranteed robustness margins. Hayes et al. ͓10͔ designed a robust controller in the continuous domain using Quantitative Feedback Theory ͑QFT͒. Their simulation results showed satisfactory responses over a range of cutting conditions, thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of the method. Punyko and Bailey ͓11͔ and ͓12͔ proposed QFT designs in the discrete domain utilizing the delta transform. Their designs were based on a linear plant with uncertainty on pole and zero locations as well as the magnitude of a gain factor that indirectly accounts for variations in depth-of-cut and nonlinear process parameters. The controller was verified through simulations but was not implemented on-line. Rober et al. ͓13͔ augmented the discrete QFT design in ͓12͔ and implemented the controller on-line. Once again, their design was based on a linear plant, and the depth-ofcut and force-feed nonlinearity were accounted for indirectly as uncertainty in pole/zero locations and a gain factor in the transfer function of the linear plant. Their experimental results showed performance robustness for a small change in the depth-of-cut only.
In this paper a robust machining force controller with process compensation is developed using QFT concepts. Unlike many of the other studies that have utilized QFT, the controller designed in this paper explicitly accounts for the nonlinear force-feed relationship using the transformation in ͓7͔ and contains so-called process compensation. Process compensation is a technique whereby controller gains are adjusted to explicitly account for changes in process parameters that are known or measurable. Without process compensation, these changes would need to be incorporated into the model parameter variations creating greater parameter bounds and correspondingly looser performance bounds. Another benefit is that iterations are not required in the design of the proposed controller. The results from this controller are compared, via simulation and experimental studies, to results using a robust controller without process compensation.
Machining Force Process Modeling
The cutting force model used in this paper is a nonlinear, static model of the face milling process. Static models are used when regulating force signals that are sampled once per spindle revolution such as a maximum or average force. Static force signals are typically utilized for cutting processes having inherent force fluctuations during the spindle revolution ͑e.g., milling applications͒. The structure of the static machining force process, including nonlinear effects, is ͓7͔
where K, ␤, and ␣ are empirically determined model parameters, and d ͑depth-of-cut͒ and f ͑feed͒ are process parameters whose nominal values are given by a part program. This model is for a constant cutting speed. Effects such as tool wear and cutting temperature also affect the force process. If they are not included explicitly in the empirical model, their effect may be modeled as variations in the model parameters, particularly the parameter K. The variations in the process parameters are sometimes known or may be measured. For example, if a part surface is machined after the initial layer of the casting is removed, the depth-of-cut will be known. This information may be incorporated into the force controller. In milling operations, the parameter K depends on the radial depth-of-cut ͑also known as width-of-cut or immersion͒. If this geometric information is known, it can also be directly incorporated into the force controller. In this paper, a robust controller utilizing QFT concepts is designed to account for unknown variations in the model parameters and the controller is augmented with direct process compensation to account for known variations in the process parameters. This direct process compensation allows the proposed controller to achieve tighter performance bounds than traditional robust controllers. The feed is adjusted on-line to regulate the machining force. To utilize standard linear control designs, the control variable is introduced
The force process model used for controller design is
and the process gain may be viewed as Kd ␤ . The implemented feed is found by taking the inverse of Eq. ͑2͒ using the nominal value of ␣.
Robust Machining Force Controller Design
Quantitative Feedback Theory ͑QFT͒ is a robust control technique that provides a systematic framework in which to design controllers that yield performance robustness under parametric model uncertainty. The first step in the QFT design is to determine the nominal values for the plant model parameters and the variation in each parameter. For the studies conducted in this paper, the nominal values of the plant parameters are ␣ nom ϭ0.63, ␤ nom ϭ0.65, and K nom ϭ0.76. The minimum plant model parameters are ␣ គ ϭ0.441, ␤ គ ϭ0.455, and K គ ϭ0.532, and the maximum plant model parameters are ␣ ϭ0.819, ␤ ϭ0.845, and K ϭ0.988. Also, the minimum, nominal, and maximum depths-of-cut are d គ ϭ1 mm, d nom ϭ3.5 mm, and d ϭ6 mm, respectively.
At present, the force-feed nonlinearity will be ignored, and the QFT design will be applied to the linear force process model given in Eq. ͑3͒. The next step is to determine the maximum and the minimum plant gains and corresponding phases under the prescribed parameter variations at each frequency. Note that the machining force process is static and, thus, the plant gains and phases are independent of frequency. The plant contains process parameters ͑i.e., depth-of-cut͒ in addition to the model parameters. In typical QFT designs for machining force regulation reported in the literature, uncertain parameters in the transfer function account for both model and process parameters. In this study, the process parameters ͑i.e., depth-of-cut͒ are assumed to be known and, thus, are not included with the model parameter variations; rather, they are accounted for explicitly by augmenting the robust controller with a method called process compensation. This method will allow for tighter performance specifications to be achieved and far less performance variation due to changes in process parameters, as compared to robust controllers without process compensation.
The maximum and minimum plant gains, respectively, are
Next, the desired closed-loop performance bounds are chosen. First-order performance bounds are used in this study. As will be seen, these bounds yield an integral controller that will track constant references and reject constant disturbances. The upper and lower closed-loop performance bounds, respectively, are
The interpretation of the closed-loop performance bounds given by Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑7͒ is that the force transient response should be first order with a time constant bounded between and គ , and the force should track the reference force in the steady state. The upper and lower forward-loop transfer functions ͑i.e., the product of the controller and plant transfer functions͒, respectively, to achieve the upper and lower closed-loop performance bounds given in equations ͑6͒ and ͑7͒, respectively, are
The Bode plots of the upper and lower forward-loop transfer functions are shown in Fig. 1 for time constants of ϭ0.3 s and ϭ1.12 s, respectively. Note that the bounds are parallel. As the plant parameters change, the forward-loop transfer function should be bounded by the upper and lower forward-loop transfer functions in Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒, respectively. Next, a controller is designed such that the performance bounds are always satisfied as the model and process parameters change within prescribe bounds.
In terms of absolute gain, the difference between the maximum and the nominal Bode plant gains is Transactions of the ASME
where the nominal plant gain is
The Bode gain difference in Eq. ͑10͒ is subtracted from the upper forward-loop bound at each frequency. In terms of absolute gains, this is equivalent to dividing the upper forward-loop transfer function by P U . Thus, the desired upper forward-loop transfer function is
Similarly, in terms of absolute gain, the difference between the nominal and the minimum Bode plant gains is
The Bode gain difference in Eq. ͑13͒ is added to the lower forward-loop bound at each frequency. In terms of absolute gains, this is equivalent to multiplying the lower forward-loop transfer function by P L . This desired lower forward-loop transfer function is
The upper and lower desired forward-loop transfer function bounds in Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑14͒, respectively, are parallel in a Bode plot since they are each shifted from, respectively, the upper and lower forward-loop bounds, which are parallel, by a constant mul-
at every frequency, the closed-loop performance specifications are met. In a Bode plot, this is equivalent to L d (s) being above, or coinciding with,
Equation ͑15͒ may be expressed as
Equation ͑16͒ must be true for all d. The design approach is to select to be as small as possible given the servomechanism dynamics and then calculate គ by making Eq. ͑16͒ an equality and using dϭd . The sample period ͑see Experimental Results section below͒ is 0.08 s, thus, the upper time constant will be 0.3 s: approximately four times the sample period. Note that the force controller performance is only limited by the hardware limitations of the laboratory mill used for the experiments in this paper. The control method developed here would have superior performance if implemented on a state-of-the-art machine tool. For ϭ0.3 s, គ will be 1.12 s. Given the range of model and process parameters specified above, this is the tightest performance variation that may be achieved. The transfer functions L d (s) and L គ d (s) are shown in Fig. 1 for dϭd . Note that these transfer functions coincide.
When
Therefore, the controller transfer function may be expressed as
Note that the controller is an explicit function of the process parameters; in this case, the depth-of-cut. By directly accounting for this process parameter, the developed controller will be able to achieve tighter performance bounds than a robust controller that does not employ process compensation. In this paper, the depthof-cut is the only process parameter that is considered; however, this technique may be applied to other process parameters such as cutting speed and tool wear. To apply this technique to other process parameters, the force process model would need to be modified to include these parameters and their values would need to be either known or measured. The above approach may be used to design a machining force controller if there is no variation in ␣. However, if there is varia- tion, the controller must be modified to account for the force-feed nonlinearity. If there is a variation in ␣, Eq. ͑3͒ may be expressed as
where ␦ represents a deviation from ␣ nom . In this study, the minimum and maximum values of ␦ are ␦ គ ϭϪ0.3 and ␦ ϭ0.3, respectively, and the minimum and maximum feeds are f គ ϭ0.008 mm and fϭ0.4 mm, respectively. The term u ␦ may be viewed as an extra factor in the plant gain. Therefore, the controller must be divided by the factor R where Rϭmax͓u ␦ ͔ to ensure performance robustness for all variations in ␣. For the parameters given above,
Rϭ2.4.
The robust machining force controller with process compensation has the following form
For the parameters given above, and a continuous to discrete-time conversion performed in Matlab using a pole-zero mapping, the digital controller is 
The block diagram is shown in Fig. 2 .
Robust machining force controllers reported in the literature do not explicitly account for known changes in the force process; thus, larger model parameter variations must be considered and, correspondingly, the resulting performance variation increases. A QFT controller without process compensation can be designed following the method above. However, the depth-of-cut will not be taken into account explicitly and, thus, the controller will not be a function of the depth-of-cut. In this case, the robust controller without process compensation is Fig. 3 have identical responses. The results in Fig. 3 demonstrate that tighter performance limits may be achieved by explicitly accounting for the process parameters; in this case, the depth-of-cut. The transient performance limits are looser than the specified limits given by គ and due to the additional factor of R Ϫ1 in the controller gain. Simulated responses for the robust controller with process compensation are shown in Fig. 4 for three different depths-of-cut and nominal model parameters. The slight variation in the responses is due to the factor d ␤Ϫ␤ that appears in the forward-loop transfer function. There will be maximum varia- 
Experimental Results
Experiments are conducted for a face milling operation to verify the proposed robust control design and compare robust machining force controllers with process compensation to those without process compensation. A schematic of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 6 . While this system is not an industrialgrade machine tool, it provides an adequate platform to illustrate the novel properties of the proposed controller and to compare it to traditional robust controllers. The objective of the force control system is to maintain maximum productivity given a spindle power constraint. With a constant spindle speed of 1500 rpm, a maximum spindle power of 1.5 hp, and a tool radius of 25 mm, the maximum cutting force is 0.285 kN. The force signal that will be regulated is
where f y is the instantaneous force in the y direction and N is the number of samples during two spindle rotations. This signal processing will mitigate the effect of runout. The force signal in Eq. ͑23͒ bounds the cutting force ͓14͔. A sample period of 0.5 ms is used to collect the individual force samples ͑i.e., f y 1 , . . . , f y N ), thus, Nϭ160 and the force controller sample period is 0.08 s. The tool engages the part for a period of time at a low feed before the controller is activated; thus, the force in the experiments always starts at some positive value.
The force sensor is a Kistler 9293 piezoelectric four-component dynamometer with a bandwidth of approximately 4500 Hz. The linear axes are connected to the PC controller via analog to digital ͑12 bit͒, digital to analog ͑8 bit͒, and counter timer boards. The axis command voltages are sent via the digital to analog boards to pulse width modulators that drive the motors. The axis tachometers and table encoders ͑10 m resolution͒ send information to the controller via the analog to digital and counter timer boards, respectively. The closed-loop servomechanisms have bandwidths of approximately 40 Hz. Since the sensor and actuator dynamics are much faster than the force process dynamics, they are not considered in the model.
In order to verify the controller performance robustness to parameter variations, the controller was intentionally designed for non-nominal parameter values to mimic parameter variations. Two experiments were conducted: one with dϭd គ , ␣ϭ␣ គ ␤ϭ␤ , and KϭK , and another with dϭd , ␣ϭ␣ , ␤ϭ␤ គ , and KϭK គ . The results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The settling time in Fig. 7 is faster than predicted; however, the response is overdamped, as expected. The performance in Fig. 8 is very similar to case II in Fig. 3 . The response is much noisier in Fig. 8 In the next experiment, the robust machining force controller with process compensation is used to machine a part whose depthof-cut changes from 1 mm to 3 mm and then to 5 mm. The results are shown in Fig. 13 . The transient performance does not change significantly for different depths-of-cut. Further, the transient performance is very similar to that in the simulations ͑see Fig. 4͒ . Next, the robust machining force controller without process compensation is employed for an operation with two different depthsof-cut ͑1 mm and 5 mm͒. The results, shown in Fig. 14 , demonstrate how the transient performance changes dramatically for different depths-of-cut. This illustrates the advantage of taking the depth-of-cut explicitly into account in the controller design.
Note that in Figs. 13 and 14, the large peaks are due to the sudden change in the depth-of-cut, and not controller overshoot. These sudden changes are outside the bandwidth of machine tool servomechanism systems and, thus, are unavoidable. Also, there are force variations about the reference force in the experimental implementations. These variations are due to the limited resolution of the digital to analog converter ͑8 bit͒, structural vibrations, and, in some cases, chip interference.
Summary and Conclusions
A novel robust machining force controller, based on QFT, has been developed in this paper. The proposed controller is the first robust controller to explicitly account for known process changes ͑e.g., changes in the depth-of-cut͒ and for the force-feed nonlinearity inherent in metal cutting operations. The performance of the developed controller was verified via simulations and experiments, and the results were compared to a robust machining force controller without process compensation.
The robust machining controller developed in this paper is based on a simple design procedure. No iterations are required, unlike most QFT designs. Thus, the controller can be updated on-line as information regarding the range of parameter variations becomes available. The controller design is based on a static model where the force process rise time is assumed to be much slower than the servo system rise time. This has been verified to be a valid assumption based on experimental results ͓7͔ and will be applicable to many machining operations where the force signal must be processed every spindle revolution ͑e.g., general milling applications͒.
The robust machining force controller design was verified through a variety of simulation and experimental studies. Further, this novel controller explicitly accounts for known or measurable changes in the process. Therefore, the controller is able to maintain tighter performance bounds than a controller that does not include process compensation and the performance will not be significantly affected as the process changes. In this study, known changes in the depth-of-cut were explored. To incorporate other process parameters ͑e.g., cutting velocity, tool wear͒, the force process model would need to be augmented and these parameters would need to be known or measured.
With the advent of open-architecture software platforms for machining controllers, the way is being paved for the implementation of force control technology. It should be noted that the proposed controller, like all machining force controllers, is not applicable for all production situations. For a job-shop environment where the tools, parts, and cutting fluid combinations change with every order, adaptive techniques would be appropriate. For a highvolume environment where the operating characteristics are constant and, thus, accurate models may be cost-effectively obtained, a model-based controller tuned to the specific situation would be appropriate. For a batch production environment with a specific Fig. 11 Experimental "circles… and simulation "squares… results for robust controller with process compensation. Simulation parameters: KÄK ᠪ , ␣Ä␣ nom , ␤Ä␤ nom , dÄ3 mm, F r Ä0.285 kN, and TÄ0.08 s. range of operating characteristics, robust techniques that are not as complex as adaptive techniques, but are guaranteed to account for parameter variations, would be appropriate. The proposed robust controller also allows for tight performance bounds as compared to traditional robust control techniques since it directly compensates for known process changes.
